Number 60, October 2018
Apologies for a late newsletter! Map of the Month for October was inspired by
a very special discovery but, before I could create it, I needed to complete some
research. I hope the wait was worthwhile. We are now at the time of year when
I commence reminders that posters and books for Christmas gifts should be
ordered soon. I also need to warn that I possess just 10% of my of my original
print run for Underground Maps Unravelled. There is sufficient stock for this
year, but it is possible that the book will be out of print by Christmas 2019.

Dates for your diary
• The second Schematic Mapping Workshop will be held on 11th/12th
April 2019, at TU Wien, Austria. Details are on the workshop website
and the program will be announced once it is finalised. The web
page for contributions is now ready, and we have received
some submissions already. Online registration will be upand-running soon.
• Sietske de Groot will be giving a talk at the Brexit Breakfast
Seminar held by the East Suffolk Partnership on Friday 9th
November 2018, 07:00 to 08:45, at Trinity Park, Felixtowe
Road, Bucklesham, IP3 8UH. There will be an exhibition of Brexit maps and I will be there
to answer questions about how they were designed. Register for free at Eventbrite.
[The East Suffolk Partnership Annual Forum follows afterwards.]

In the media, on the web
• The joint Universities of Kent–Essex research into the effects of colour-coding on map usability has had
another outing, this time in Intelligent Transport. [Subscribers only, email me for a copy of the article.]
• Can India’s problems be solved by the sort of thinking that was behind the redesign of a suburban
railways map? My Paris Metro map research gets a mention in an article at The Better India.
• There is a feature on my Paris Metro concentric circles-and-spokes-map in Vivre Paris, but I’m
not sure whether this is a recent article; my old circles design is now superseded.

Map of the Month: One of the Earliest Schematic Network Maps?
Many people believe that Henry Beck’s 1933 London Underground diagram was the first schematic
map to show a complete urban rail network, but technically George Dow’s LNER work of the late 1920s
predates this, and the famous Berlin S-Bahn Netzspinne was first issued in 1931. After these? There is
the amazing 1938 Italian trans-European diagram, a 1939 London-style pastiche for Sydney suburban
railways, and then not much else until George Salomon’s New York City Subway map of 1959. With just
these examples, I’ve always believed that schematic network maps were relatively rare until the 1970s.
But then, by accident, earlier this year, I stumbled on an image on Twitter of a 1930s Chicago L network
diagram. More recently, while researching for another project, again completely by chance, I discovered
that Copenhagen was another early adopter of schematisation. A map on a web page was dated 1964,
and thanks to generous speedy assistance from experts, both independent and from the Danish Railways
Museum, I found out that the earliest version was issued in 1934, introduced for the newly-electrified
Copenhagen S-Bane suburban railways. Resemblance to the 1931 Berlin design was not coincidental:

Berlin’s own suburban railway modernisation scheme had been highly influential for Denmark.
The Copenhagen diagram had considerable longevity, outlasting its inspiration by many years.
I also learnt that, from
1934 to 1972, Danish
State Railways used their
own version of London
Underground Johnston
lettering, redrawn by their
head architect, K. T. Seest.
Intriguingly, on the various
diagrammatic maps, both
posters and small versions,
the hand-drawn lettering
was clearly inspired by this
Seest-Johnston typeface,
but was nonetheless quite
a free/loose interpretation.
Obtaining a reference copy
of the official lettering gave
me the impetus I needed
for a vector-based digital
recreation of the map.
The result here, applying
the official lettering, is a
pure anachronism, but
I nonetheless argue that
much can be learnt from
digitising historic schematic
maps. The influence of the
Berlin style demonstrates
that the history of railway
cartography is much more
complicated and intricate
than the simplistic thinking
of people who advocate
that schematic map design
techniques were London’s
(or Beck’s) gift to the world.
The original was not a lost map, Danish railway experts knew perfectly well of its existence, they were just
a little shy in spreading the word about Denmark’s own contribution to the history of railway information
design, which makes me wonder whether there are other maps from the 1930s and 1940s that deserve
a wider audience. If you know of something from your own country that the rest of the world might have
overlooked, do let me know.
I enforce a strict two-page limit on my newsletters, which ensures that I write concisely and do not
overload the pdf file with memory-hungry images, but this is a rare month in which the result is that I
couldn’t really do justice to the topic. The updated Washington, DC metro maps have been postponed
(yet again) to the next month, unless something else grabs my attention instead. To see what happens,
subscribe to my newsletter at www.tubemapcentral.com.
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